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 FROM THE CEO
Here at Fort Duncan Regional Medical Center, 
we are always working to enhance and 
expand the services that we provide to our 
patients. As a valued member of the Eagle 
Pass community, we understand that when we 
provide care, we’re not just treating patients 
– we’re treating our neighbors, our family 
members and our friends.

We also know that when somebody needs 
medical attention, the last thing they want to do 

is take a long car or ambulance ride. For that reason, we are especially 
proud of the advanced capabilities we offer right here in the Maverick 
County area. That includes our recently opened cardiac catheterization 
lab, which was renovated to include a ceiling-mounted imaging 
machine that allows cardiologists to move freely around the room. It 
includes the hyperbaric oxygen therapy available in our Hyperbaric and 
Wound Care Center at Fort Duncan, a sophisticated treatment option 
for those with especially challenging non-healing wounds. And it 
includes our inpatient and outpatient rehabilitation services center, the 
only hospital-based inpatient and outpatient rehab facility in Eagle Pass 
that offers physical, occupational and speech therapy all in one place.

Of course, technology alone does not make a hospital great. For that 
we thankfully acknowledge the contributions made by the physicians, 
nurses, allied health professionals and support staff who deliver the 
patient-centered care for which we are so well known.

As the needs of our community continue to grow, we will be right 
there alongside of them growing too. We recognize that it is a 
privilege to provide care to the residents of Eagle Pass and we 
look forward to continuing to meet the healthcare needs of our 
community both now and in the years to come.

Eladio Montalvo 
Chief Executive Officer/Managing Director
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NON-HEALING 
WOUNDS
Hyperbaric oxygen 
therapy can help

POST-SURGERY 
REHABILITATION
A patient shares her story

ASK THE DOCTOR
The heart of the new 
cardiac cath lab

Join us at our next Senior Salud event!
The members of Senior Salud get together each quarter at Fort Duncan 
Regional Medical Center to learn about health topics of interest to seniors. 
These events include guest speakers, music, prizes, dinner and fun activities. 
Membership requires just a one-time $10 fee and members enjoy discounts in 
the hospital cafeteria and gift shop.

For more information, please call Lourdes Perez, Senior Salud 
Coordinator, at 830-872-2710.
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Non-healing wounds can be a source of great 
concern and discomfort to patients and, if left 

untreated, could lead to serious consequences 
like amputation. Edwin Pua, RN, a clinical nurse 
manager in the Hyperbaric and Wound Care Center 
at Fort Duncan, has been helping to heal stubborn 
wounds for nearly 20 years. “We use treatments like 
compression dressings, negative-pressure wound 
therapy and advanced skin substitutes to help heal 
chronic ulcers and wounds,” he says. He adds that 
non-healing wounds that start to adversely impact 
a deeper structure – like a bone, tendon or joint – 
may be considered for hyperbaric oxygen therapy.

“Hyperbaric oxygen therapy delivers 100% oxygen 
to the patient inside a pressurized chamber,” says 
Pua. “Some of our patients have problems with 
circulation and one of the reasons that the wound 
may not be healing is because insufficient levels of 
oxygen are reaching the wound,” he adds. “The 
concentrated oxygen supplied during a hyperbaric 
treatment is breathed in by the patient and 
delivered to the wound through the bloodstream, 
which helps to facilitate healing.”

Pua says that a typical candidate for hyperbaric 
treatment might be a patient with a lower extremity 
wound caused by diabetes. This can happen when 
excess glucose levels in the blood cause nerve 
damage that leads to loss of feeling. Without pain 
to alert the patient, a cut or ulcer may go unnoticed 
and worsen over time. “If a patient has a wound like 
this that is not responding to standard treatment, the 
doctor might order a test to see if a deeper structure 
is involved,” says Pua. “If so, hyperbaric oxygen 
therapy could be added as an adjunctive therapy, 
meaning that it would be used in combination with 
other treatments, like antibiotic therapy.”

“This advanced treatment modality is usually only 
available in bigger cities,” says Pua. “I think the 
community is very fortunate to have a treatment like 
this available right here,” he adds. Because a typical 
hyperbaric therapy regimen includes daily treatments, 
he says that it would be difficult for a patient to travel 
long distances every day for treatment. “We’re here 
to share our expertise with the community,” he adds. 
“There was a definite need for a treatment like this 
and we are meeting that need.” ■

To learn more about the Hyperbaric and Wound Care Center at Fort Duncan, visit 
fortduncanmedicalcenter.com/wound.

Help for
hard-to-heal 
wounds
The Hyperbaric and 
Wound Care Center at 
Fort Duncan provides advanced 
treatment options close to home.
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Helping 
HANDS

T here’s a slim passageway  

 of ligament and bones at 

the base of the hand called the 

carpal tunnel. Even though 

it’s a relatively small spot on 

the body, when something goes 

wrong there it can have a big 

impact. Irene Lerma knows 

that all too well. As a Clinical 

Documentation Improvement 

Specialist at Fort Duncan 

Regional Medical Center, 

Lerma spends much of her day 

on the keyboard. But when 

performing basic tasks like 

typing became increasingly 

difficult, she knew something 

had to be done. ➤

OUTPATIENT REHABILITATION 

AT FORT DUNCAN PLAYS A 

KEY ROLE IN RECOVERY AFTER 

CARPAL TUNNEL SURGERY

Thanks to surgery and outpatient rehab, Irene Lerma can now complete 

everyday tasks in comfort.
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“Doing my job was painful,” she 
says. “It wasn’t just a problem at 
work, but at home, too,” she adds. 
“Straightening my hair, washing the 
dishes, trying to lift a pan – doing 
all of these things hurt. I would get 
up in the morning and the pain 
would start and then it would just 
get worse throughout the day.”

Lerma had carpal tunnel 
syndrome, a painful condition 
that results when the median 
nerve running through that 
small passageway becomes 
compressed. “In addition to 
feeling pain, I also experienced 
numbness and tingling in my 
fingers and it radiated up to my 
elbow,” she says.

Surgery provided some immediate 
relief, but a big part of a successful 
recovery includes physical therapy. 
That’s where the Outpatient 
Rehabilitation Services Center at 
Fort Duncan came in. Just four 
days after her operation, Lerma 
was at her first rehab appointment.

“We try to make the transition to 
therapy a seamless process,” says 
Elena Angus, Director Outpatient 
Rehab Services. “We start with an 
initial evaluation to determine how 
many visits the patient will need 
and to develop an individualized 
care plan. We also provide 
guidance right away on what to do 
at home. That’s very important.”

Results came quickly. “I noticed 
a difference right away,” Lerma 
says. “The first time I went in 
they wanted to see how far I 
could bend my wrist, how much 
strength I had in my hand and if 
I was able to grasp things with 
my fingers. As the appointments 
went by, I would feel less and less 
pain and I could do more. They 
also gave me information on 
what to do at home.”

Angus emphasizes that patient 
education is a big part of 
the rehabilitation process. 
“We believe that if a patient 
understands what is going on 
with their bodies, they will be 
more motivated to participate in 
their plan of care,” she says. 

The director is also quick to point 
out that the patient makes all 
the difference. “Number one 
is they really need to work at 
what the physical therapist tells 
them to do,” she says. “We’re 
only guiding them. Their work is 
what’s important. They have to 
participate and really follow the 
care plan.”

Lerma’s commitment to 
rehabilitation and hard work paid 
off. “I feel good,” she says. “I 
can go through the whole day 
without pain.” ■

An inside look at 
outpatient rehab
Elena Angus, Director 
Outpatient Rehab Services, 
shares more ways the 
outpatient team helps PT 
patients feel comfortable:

“We are focused on the 
community. Patients don’t 
have to travel for physical 
therapy. It’s right here. Being 
close to home can have a 
positive impact on recovery.”

“Our location is convenient. 
We are located just behind 
the main hospital in an easily 
accessible, first-floor location.”

“Patient education is a big 
part of what we do. 
We have a system that prints 
out instructions with pictures so 
patients know exactly how to 
follow the at-home program we 
prepare for them.”

“Our care is individualized. 
All of the therapy that we 
provide is one-on-one. Patients 
get the full attention of the 
therapist working with them 
while they are here.”

To schedule an appointment 
for outpatient therapy, 
please call 830-872-2811.

To learn more about outpatient therapy services at Fort Duncan 
go to fortduncanmedicalcenter.com/outpatientrehab.
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A S K  T H E  doctor

The recently 

expanded 

cardiology 

program at 

Fort Duncan 

Regional Medical Center 

now includes a cardiac 

catheterization lab. Cardiologist 

Lon Walder, DO, provides 

details on this expansion and 

what it means to the Eagle Pass 

community to have access 

to critical cardiac care that’s 

close to home.

To learn more about the cardiac cath lab, visit 
fortduncanmedicalcenter.com/cathlab.

Q. Who is a candidate for 
treatment in the cath lab? 
We treat patients with acute 
myocardial infarctions (MIs), more 
commonly known as heart attacks. 
We also see individuals who have 
had an abnormal stress test or have 
been diagnosed with peripheral 
vascular disease, as well as patients 
who need a pacemaker to help 
control abnormal heart rhythms.

Q. What tools and 
technologies are available 
in the cath lab? 
Intravascular ultrasound and 
fractional flow reserve are used to 
help quantify the degree of 
blockage in the arteries. A heart 
cath can help identify blockages in 
the heart and we can perform 
peripheral angiography to define 
blockages elsewhere in the body.

Q. What does it mean to the 
community to have these 
capabilities right here? 
It saves time, money and lives. We 
have the equipment right here to 
take care of patients who need 
critical cardiac care. They now 
have close-to-home access to 
treatments that used to require a 
long car or ambulance ride.

Q. What made you choose 
Fort Duncan Regional 
Medical Center? 
The opportunity to start a new 
cath lab in a community that 
needed one. What differentiates 
Fort Duncan for me is the 
appreciation the staff has for their 
patients and the dedication of the 
team. They are all good people. ■

Fort Duncan now has the advanced tools and 
technologies needed to conduct cardiac catheterizations – 
procedures that use a thin, flexible tube (or catheter), 
along with sophisticated imaging equipment, to see 
how well blood is flowing to and from the heart. These 
highly specialized procedures are used to both assess 
and treat blockages (like those that lead to heart 
attacks) and other problems in the arteries.
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The Women’s Center at Fort Duncan Regional Medical Center 
provides advanced obstetrical and gynecological services to patients, 
including deliveries of approximately 1,000 babies each year. 

“We are the only facility in Eagle Pass that delivers babies,” says 
Director of Women’s Services, Jessica Silva, RN, BSN. “That’s one 
reason that updates to our all-private rooms are so important. They 
create a nice place for visiting family members and they’re also a 
special setting for new moms to get the rest they need, along with 
that special bonding time with baby.”

“The renovations got underway in October 2018 and include new 
flooring, furniture and paint,” says Silva. “We’re very happy with the 
way the rooms that have already been renovated look and we’ve 
gotten positive feedback from patients who have stayed in them, too.” 

A peek inside one of the newly refreshed spaces reveals bright teal 
accent walls complemented by cool gray tones and vibrant green 
seating. These eye-catching additions are welcome updates to a center 
that is important to the community. “We are happy that our patients 
don’t have to travel out of town to have their babies,” says Silva. “They 
can experience excellent patient care right here in Eagle Pass.”

“We know that childbirth is a very special time for our patients and 
we look forward to helping to make the experience memorable, she 
adds. “One way we’re doing that is by making our rooms brighter, 
more comfortable and family friendly.” ■

To learn more about the Women’s Center go to 
fortduncanmedicalcenter.com/women. 

ROOM RENOVATIONS 
ARE UNDERWAY
COZY AND COLORFUL UPDATES ARE BEING 
MADE TO THE WOMEN’S CENTER

Group support for 
breastfeeding moms
While breastfeeding a baby is one of 
the most natural things in the world, 
many moms have questions about this 
pediatrician-recommended practice. To 
provide answers, Fort Duncan holds a free 
class for both pregnant moms planning 
to breastfeed and currently breastfeeding 
moms who are looking for a little support.

“It’s so helpful for moms to know that 
we’re here to help guide them as they get 
comfortable with breastfeeding,” says Ida 
Lopez, RN, a lactation nurse who leads the 
class. “There are so many advantages to 
it,” she adds. “We want to help support 
breastfeeding in any way we can.”

Lopez is quick to point out some of those 
benefits. “It creates an amazing bond 
between mom and baby,” she says. “Plus, 
mom has lots of antibodies in her system 
to pass along to baby.” She also notes 
that it’s less expensive than formula and 
easier, too. “No one has to get up to warm 
bottles in the middle of the night.”

The class provides information on 
everything from sufficient milk production 
to what, if any, foods to avoid. Lopez notes 
that moms learn as much from each other 
in the class as they do from the answers 
provided. “The camaraderie is so helpful,” 
she says. “It gives the moms peace of mind 
and they leave feeling empowered.”

Learn more: 
fortduncanmedicalcenter.com/breastfeeding
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Your NEW doctor  
is just a phone  
call or click away 
NEED A DOCTOR?  
Our physician referral line and online 
physician directory are available to help you 
find a primary care provider or specialist.

EASY AND CONVENIENT

Call 866-341-3362 for personal help in English and Spanish, 
Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. CST, except for holidays. 

After hours, visit fortduncanmedicalcenter.com/doc  
where you can search our physician directory and request an appointment.
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